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Kashmir, the heaven on Earth is incredibly beautiful place in the world. The natural beauty of place
cannot be defined in any human language. Magical beauty, charisma and magnificence of Kashmir
can be only felt and not describe. Blessed with natural beauty, snow capped mountains; verdant
lush green surrounding, waterfall, serene lakes, and charming tourist attractions beckon tourists
from all over the world. Heaven truly exists in Kashmir.

Besides natural beauty and sightseeing destination, the place is known for its blissful ambience and
colorful culture. With all these features and attraction, it is one of the most sought after travel
destination in India. Kashmir also boasts ideal options for adventure sports and trekking. Adventure
enthusiasts from all over the world visit the place to enjoy trekking, mountaineering, skating, and
playing other adventure sports.

Apart from all these, the cool climatic condition enhances the importance of Kashmir, making it truly
â€˜a heaven on Earthâ€™. The place is also very ideal for leisure vacations. Hundreds and thousands of
tourists from all across the world visit Kashmir for holidaying in Kashmir.

Some of the most captivating places to pay visit in Kashmir are Srinagar, Pahalgam, Wullar Lake,
Sanasar, Patnitop, Sonamarg, Kargil, Kishtwar, Krimchi, Leh, and Zanskar. These locations are
known for their natural attractions and charming activities. Staying in houseboat in the Dal Lake is
also much have experience. Dal Lake is the centre of attraction in Srinagar. Mughal Garden is also
a popular choice among visitors. The place is also a popular pilgrimage destination. One can also
opt for Mata Vaishnav Devi visit to get the blessings of almighty. This heavenly place offers all from
breathtaking beauty to spiritual salvation.

If you also want to move to Kashmir and spend some days in heaven that truly exists, then opt for
one of the Kashmir tour packages. There are many travel agencies in India who are ready to
provide personalized tour package for Kashmir tour. Ladakh tours will also be a golden plan with
Kashmir tour. Ladakh is located above Kashmir and sparsely populated area. It is known for its
virginal beauty.

A journey to Kashmir will surely leave you spell bounded with its beauty and memories. So, book
one of Kashmir tour packages to add most cherished moments in your life. You can easily find a
travel package for Kashmir in your budget. Some of the travel agencies can provide you package at
very attractive price. 
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